
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

By referring to the data analysis, findings and discussions which are elaborated in 

the previous chapter, these following conclusions are drawn: 

1. Those five types of feature conversational style was identified and found 5 

feature was found successfully from the eight eleven talk show; they are amount 

of talk , interruption , conversation support, compliment.  Based on the data of 

the features of conversational style used by female presenters are higher in using 

amount of talk and conversational support than male presenter do in the talk 

show news. Meanwhile male are higher in using interruption and compliment 

than female do. 

2. The different ways of communication between male and female presenters in 

Eight eleven talk show program on metro TV conclude that the male presenters 

are able to communicate by female like strategies. And then vice versa female 

speakers are able to communicate by male like strategies in this talk show. 

3. Male and female presenters are used by style differently in the talk show news, it 

is because male and female presenters have different characteristic in social life, 

and these characteristic have affected them to be having different style in doing 

communication. 

 

 

 

 



5.2  Suggestions 

In relation to conclusions which have been state previously, some constructive 

points are suggested  as the following: 

1. In relation with the finding in this study, it is suggested to the student who 

want to study about sociolinguistic branch above all in mastering the 

characteristics of male and female speakers in making the interaction. 

2. It is suggested for other researcher, who want to elaborate the study about 

gender differences and conversational style in other field. 

3. It is suggested for readers to develop the theory of gender conversational 

style in due to the interaction in other field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


